Education
In his capacity as a photographic educator and mentor,
Adrian focuses primarily on youth related and
intergenerational projects.
His work centres on participatory projects that encourage
young people to use photography as a new way of seeing
by using the camera to re-examine their environment and
themselves in relation to their communities, society and
the wider world. The camera is a tool for investigating the
lines between their current realities and their future
potential.
In recent years Adrian has worked on a number of
successful projects -- including exhibitions at the V&A’s
Museum of Childhood, public displays and youth led
magazine projects. He has worked with organizations
including The Refugee Council, Dulwich Picture Gallery,
Tricycle Theatre, Youth Offending Teams, and numerous
schools in and around London.
Below are examples of images that young people have
produced from selected projects.
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FUTURE FOCUS
Future Focus is the exhibition that has resulted from an 18-week communitybased photography project with young people from Lambeth.
During the programme, the participants received training in the fundamentals
of analogue and digital photography to support them creating their own photodocumentary projects and portfolios. Examples of work produced includes
studio-based portraits of local DJs, an exploration of abstract photography
and documenting the urban landscapes in Brixton and Peckham.
The group also visited a range of galleries in London to engage more critically
with the medium of photography and the participants wrote their own
exhibition reviews. The project culminated in participants receiving a bronze
arts award and exhibiting their photographs at Photofusion gallery.
Selected images from Future Focus.
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Images: Chantelle Medford-Clarke.
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Images: Dennis Gyamfi
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Past, Present, Future
A three month photography project with young refugees and asylum seekers
at the Brixton Refugee Council.
The project allowed the young people to explore notions of memory, their
present, an their future dreams and aspirations.
The final outcome was an exhibition at the V&Asʼ Museum of Childhood in
Bethnal Green.
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THE CUT
The CUT is a printed youth publication and online community project,
(www.thecutnewpaper.com) which is a free quarterly publication available
London wide with a distribution of 30,000 copies and which is now moving
successfully into its fifth issue. Its writers and photographic contributors are
entirely from the young generation as the magazines key demographic is 16 25 years old. The contributors are trained by media professionals in
photography, design and journalism on an ongoing basis. The project is a
partnership between ʻHardcore Is More Than Musicʼ and ʻThe Paddington
Development Trustʼ, funded by Mediabox through the Department for
Children, Schools and Families.
Selected images from THE CUT.

Image: Jemil Seka
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Image: Kiron Nijar

Image: Rasharna Hilton
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Image: Jemil Seka

Image: Akwasi Taiwa-Poku
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We, Are London
From October 2010 in collaboration with Oval House and Photofusion, artists
Adrian Wood and Anil Iltas worked with a group of international secondary
school students from Olive school in Lambeth.
Newly arrived from Ivory Coast, Brazil, Hungary, Afghanistan, Portugal and
Turkey, the project aimed to help the young people explore and integrate
themselves into their new lives here in London using a combination of
photography and drama.
Over the course of eight months the group developed their photographic skills
through exercises and trips around London.
For this series of images the young people chose objects that represented
something about themselves and their lives, and were taken over the course
of several shoots. This gave the group experience of working in a professional
studio and the opportunity to support each other through the process of
producing a cohesive body of work, which was then publicly displayed in
Brixton town centre.

Image 7: Zia - Hearts and butterflies

“They are free, free to fly around in the sunshine, among the
flowers, free and beautiful.”
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Image 5: Eric – Statue

“ In Africa, in the dry season if you go in to the forest you will see
the long, dry grass, the antelopes getting food and the lions and
tigers chasing and hunting them down. My father bought this
statue back for me from Kenya.”
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Image 4: Khaibar – Wisteria flower

“ I chose these flowers because I am seeing them everywhere in
London at the moment and they look and smell so alive and full of
beauty. I love natural things, things that are full of life...”
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Image 10: Marcus – Memory stick

“ This holds my photos, my new memories of this new place I am
in, the new places I have visited and the new friends I have made,
I keep them all on this one memory stick and carry it around with
me”.
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